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Tra~script of Dr. ~ 

If you get into tne neighborhood of perhaps 50 million tons of TNT, it seems that 
it is no longer worthwhile to increase the yield any further. l~ow I woula like to 
say in what .sense I mean this, and by that I al.so will qualify the statement in 
that it is not an absolute one. The effects of an atomic bomb are conventionally, 
and I think also completely, four different kinas of effects: one is contamination, 
one is the gamma rays, one is the therm~l radiation, ana one is the shock, or let 
us say generally the hydrodynamic effects. I should like to say something about 
each of these. 

First, about the contamination. This, as I see has become more and more clear, is 
quite an unknown effect. Particularly is it unlmorm when we detonate something in 
contact with the ground. In the case of such a radical drop, contact with the 
ground would include even an altitude of, let us say, 100 feet, or 200 feet, because 
the ·primary effects are so extended, so much dust is stiJTed up, etc., that I think 
that even lCX> or 200 feet would be practically a contact burst. {Question: For the 
thermonuclear? Answer: For the thermonuclear. You see, it will correspond to a 
10 to 20 foot burst for a nominal bomb.) Under these conditions one has to count on 
quite a lot of contarrdnation, and it is not at all impossible that the damage done 
by contairdnation, on a low burst, not on a high one, you see what my point is 
besides, and I woula offhand even think that one shoula recommend this, that the 
proper use of this thing is at an altitude of let us say 101 000 feet, you see. And 
in that case, probably the local contamination will be smal.11 and I am going to 
come back to the contamination at the end. But the first point about the contamina
tion is that a contact burst may give exceedingly different effectsj that the main 
effect may come from it, and that it may make the contact burst therrnalJ that there 
is practically no limit to the damage that one can do, except the limit that you 
woUld not want to damage your own people, or ~hat you otherwise would want to do. 
This, however, is a largely unknown fiele1 and the damage also rr.ay not only be 
greater than we expect but it also may be smaller. We just don't lmow anything 
about it and so the limitation of ~O million tons of TiIT just does not hold here 
because one does not know anything and one cannot conclude anything. 

As far as the gamma rays are concerned, the effect of the very big bang by gamma 
raaiation is effectively negligible. The reason is that the ga..."1t'1la rays are 
exponentially absorbed by air; therefore, by increasing the bomb their effective 
radius will increase relativeiy slowly and they will affect only such areas which 
are already very strongly hit by other effects anyway, and therefore it is quite 
clear that the ga.rrrna radiations are, from the point of view of dar::.age to be done, 
negligible. 

The next one is tne thermal radiation. Now, tne effective radius by thermal 
radiation coula be ma.de quite high, but only if you detonate tne bomb way above 
the atmosphere. If you detonate it relatively close.to the ground, then the 
absorption and scattering by the atmosphere will take bola. and will. make a d~T~ge 
radius greater than about iO miles or i5 miles very hard to accomolish. The ~O 
million tons is, a~ong others, selected in such a way that this should be tne 
da.111age radius; if you then want to go beyond that, you are again beginning to fight 
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a weaker exoonential law; , The' radiation' 'effec:t is a very important one, blt 1 t is 
also sliehtiy unreliable because cloud cover can all be thwarted ana, th:refore, 
frequently you are not quite sure whether tne bomb 1-r.i.ll act as you w:uit it to act. 
(Question: Woula the effect of diminished densities for a very very high burst.thus 
give you more radiation? Is this signii"icant? Answer: Yes - I mean, not terribly, 
but significant, yes. I mean, it can easily give a factor of' 5• It is in that 
direction and it is not exolored. The less dense atmosphere the greater effect of 
the energy goes into radiation, but I have not looked into it sufficiently and this 
is certainly a point to be studied.) 

The next point is, ana the last one, is the hydrodynamic effects. Now the hydrodynami 
effects, which in a way are the most significant perhaps together with the raci.iation 
and at any rate seem to be more reliable than the radiation, this has a rather clear 
cut limitation. Once you get into the neighborhood, again, of ~O million tons or 
TNT you have the difficulty tnat the depth of the atmosphere is finite. The point 
is very simple and can be expressed in this way. Let us go to a distance of about 
5 miles, which correspo~ds to the depth of the atmosphere. If at that distance you 
still have an overpressure of about one atmosphere, then the whole air volume, or a 
very considerable fraction of the air volume which is now affected has a good chance 
of being thrown out ana of leaving the earth, you see. The bomb will act as an 
object as a nominal explosive in a relatively shallow lake, and. the shock, instea.a 
of extending sideways, will.allow it to throw off a relatively small volume ana if 
one now wants to increase the effect by increasing the cost by increasing the bang 
you 'Wil~ find that the sidewise effect will continue to increase relatively slowly. 
This again has been not investigated quantitatively, and I can merely make 
qualitative statements. It is for these reasons that I feel that, at least for tne 
time being, however the designs will come along about which it's no use talking 
here, 50 million tons is not a mark necessarily to shoot at, but a mark beyond which 
to shoot at the~present time does not seem to make a lot of sense. 

- ---=--~~= . ....:_ ~ 

' Now the other point that I would like now to, instead of talking about everything, · 
come back to the proper topic for this discussion, namely the topic of contaminations, 
you see. And I said tnese things just to give you a feeling why one is talking 
about one size rather than about another size. One needn't say that ~O million 
tons of· TNT will be the size - it may be quite a bit smaller - but at least one has 
set a ~imitation ana we don•t need to talk about ten times a hunared times as n:ucb 
again ana ask that somebody will go into that field. If you will, it is iikely 
that we will do so preciseiy for reasons of contamination, because the other effects' 
are not likely further to increase by a great deal. 

Now, tne next point, then, is this. You want to know what kind of contaminations 
are obtainable from such a bomb, ana that I can tell you very easily and very 
generaJ.ly. 1vnat you get from a nominal atom bomb are two agents (contaminants) 
essentially: direct fission products, and activities which are induced by neutrons 
or ga'!'lli;ja rays in the surrounding material. These two activities are also present 
in the thermonuciear bombs, ana as ~e iook at the present olans it is I think f . t . , , 
air o say that no very radical change of the ratio 01" the two need be e:xpected. 

With other words, a thousc.nd times bigger b:>mb is a thousand times bigger bomb, and 
forget the fact that there is something else inside of it. Just to silrpiif'y the 
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discussion, this is not s\rict1y·true, out it is true sufficiently accurate~y for 
a very preliminary discussion. (Question: This is as far as the ca'T'.rna radiation 
is concerned? Answer: Ana neutrons.) 

Now there is this point - ana more may develop - that if you detonate this thing 
which is probably the optima height for a balanced effect of shock and heat 
radiation if you detonate at about an altitude of i01 0J0 feet (two miles), then 
there is one essential point, namely, that the neutrons that come out are not 
likeiy to make any of their effects on the ground - just so far off the ground 
and the neutrons will be captured in the atmosphere in Nitrogen-14, giving rise to 
Carbon-14, which has a lifetime of something around 11 000 years. Now, this 
Carbon-14 will accumulate and we have made some considerations of its effects on · 
the biosphere. This, of course, assumes that the activity stays. If we can 
establish that part of this activity is ejected, then what I am going to say is not 
relevant. Now this consiaeration was a very gooa one ana I woula recommend re
investigation of this problem, possibly its inclusion in Gabriel if that is possible, 
and I woula iike to know about it if it is so included, or at least remain in touch 
about the point. The preliminary results are incorporated in a report by Anderson 
from Los Ala~os and I do not carry the figures sufficiently in rrry head to tell you 
what it is. We had at that time I think concluded very clearly that a single of 
these objects won't have any noticeable effect on the carbon, and my general 
recollection is that it will take at least 101 or more probably 100, of these ve.:ry 
big objects before you make an activity which doubles the activity that is present 
in the atmosphere anyway in the form of Carbon-14 due to cosmic radiation. There is 
then another considerable factor before you get into the point of any danger. It 
seems to me, therefore, since these bombs will be a..~yway as dangerous as the other 
ones in principle, you see, i:f the material does not leave the earth and if you 

. _-J f believe in these f~gures ·of. 1001 000 bombs and .if these are :lOOQ_ ti~es the. nominal- _ 
_ ..!_ bomb, you see. Therefore~_ these ~we have to say that on the 'basis of th~se figures a 

i l and in tenns of long-range conta.i;iinatl:on, 100 of· these woul:d be toterable; you ·see•"'~ 
. _ i.!-~ : On the other hand this needs correction for several reasons ••• (Interruption: .. On . 
. - ·i the other hand you are-not ·go1ngt.o ·make the strontium, are' you, 111 the same yield?·'. :i· 

__ _, Teller: I said 'or fission products•, and strontium is one of them. Interruption: 
But where are you going to get them? Teller: Let's not discuss the internal 
structure. Interruption: All right. Teller: A thermonuclear bomb is not 
necessarily something that does not have anything in it but hydrogen.) 

Now may I say, this may be different from case to case and that is not only when we 
talk about these big objects one is not going to talk only about one, and I think ' 
it is quite right when one says that an investigation has to be made with and 
without the strontium because there are objects in which the strontium a."llount will 
be very much less or else even practically completely eliminated. I do not want to 
limit it here to any one kind, and I wou.ld like in a way to throw before this meeting 
the worst possib.le kind where there is strontium essentially in the sa'lle proportion. 
(Interruption: Isn't there a possibility that the debris from a thermonuclear bomb 
woula. be spread over a much wider area? Teller: I think that this definitely should 
be taken into account. Interruption: In which case it would bring the number about 
back up where it was. Teller: \·1e1l, let's discuss that quantitatively from just 
this point of view.) You have had 5 times io-9 per square mile, you see, which 
means that 2 times 108 square miles ~~re covered, on the average. Now, I think the 
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debris in this case will eo if you don't have cor .tact bursts. If you have contact 
bursts, tnen all bets are off ana one has to start afresh ana I think that to make 
this double extrapolation to contact b1irsts and e: t the same time to nruch bigger 
objects is something that I certainly would not dare to try and do now. I mean,. 
that needs much JTY.>re thought. What is the surface of the earth? Because otherwise 
it will go out ana just spread out everywhere. (Discussion: It seems to be 4~1 
times 4000 squared, and 4000. squared i~ 16 times 100 times 4 pi is 64 times 10 1 right 
It's about 250 times lo6 ••• 2t times 10 • Teller: All right, that is precisely the 
same figure that you bad before.) With other words, your contamination figure was 
the one which corresponds to a worldwide spread of the fission product anyway. You 
immediately dropped a fraction prematurely on those spots - sooner or later you will 
have them sitting everywhere. I mean that was also my feeling, I dia not know that 
it wouia come out that close. I think that if your figures are right - and I think 
they are rather conservative - on that basis alone one will conclude, and provided 
that the debris is not thrown out from the atmosphere, you see, I think that on that 
basis one -will have to limit these objects to approximate.Ly 100. IVow, this figure 
may be increased to 1000 ii' your calculation proves too conservative, which it might. 
It may be increased also for this other reason in which I am also interested; namely,, 
one might either by increasing the size of the bang or by increasing the height of 
the bang, come intentionally into the region where most of the debris does not just 
go up into the stratosphere but just leaves altogether. In this case the weapon 
coUJ.d be made particularly,· or perhaps even practically completely, a clean one. I 
mean, ju~t not leaving anything. Well, I mean the shock effects will still be there, 
tne radiation effects will be greater, but the activities may be much •••••••••••• 
(confusion ••• two persons talking at sa~e time). Now, it seems to me, therefore, th ' 
and that is the on.Ly thing that I wanted to suggest as an aodition to our discussion 
here ••• I wanted to suggest that these big bombs might be just extremely dangerou~ .~ -.. 
just prohibitively dangerous - for a friendly population, or for anybody,, if _·d~ton!ited 
on contact. Also I mean if one really, deep in the interior of enemy territory1 --0ne-\ 
·wants to make tremendous damage one might 1'-ant to be driven to that,,· I don•t,~g~ .- { 
I don't know how one would talk about it, it's a very disagreeable topic. _Blit~;:µ-_.:_g_ne~ 
wants to use this, and I think there is a very good chance that one may or one should 
in a tactical ~"a.Y or else in a strategic way, but not in a contaminating way, then 
there is the set of following chances - the set of following conclusions that one 
might reach: That the order of nagnitude of the very biggest objects which we now 
want to consider which are tolerable will be approximate.ly 100; that the local 
damage, that this damage is likely to be worldwide because it goes up so high in the , 
stratosphere that any .local rainout is less likely and it is much more likely to 
beh3.ve like the ~~C-:,:_o..I:~ behaved; name.Ly, tnat the ashes were practically spread 
out on a worldwide scale; that one therefore has to think of this worldwide prob.Lem 
and not .localize friendly populations but about everyboay including ourselves, and 
that here there wiLl be some .lirni t which is not .like.ly to be Lower t.nan .100 objects 
ana which can be higher ana could be even intentionall.y be maae higher by choosing 
the objects large enough and. high enough, or an appropriate combination between 
large enough and high enough. Of course, it is also perfectly clear that the effect 
of such a thing, eA-tencting as it does over an area of over something of a diameter 
of 2u miles ana af"fecting that area very thoro:ighly, that the size 01· this thing is 
of tne kind which b-J nor.• begins to cover tne area ol" tne army concentration and 
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therefore is so big that its tactical use in a relatively s:llal! ntL"7!ber of cases can 
a~so have very considerab~e effects. I am saying tnat to indicate that a numoer 
like 100 may not be at al! a i.imitation and how one l!OUld want to use it. I tnink 
tnese are essentia.tly the points which I know of and which I thought might be stated 
here, not perhaps as conclusions because prooably noboay here haa mu.ch time to think 
about that, but as proposals which perhaps in the next few months might be 
crystallized into something that we really believe in or else something that we 
disagreed in. I don't know - I mean, that is the theory ••• all I wanted to say ••• ana 
I 'WOUJ..a be very glad ti' there woula be questions or qualif'ications to this. 

Question: We have been thinKing of this, of course, from our point of view. But. 
thinking from the Soviet point of view, what do you think about it if one of these 
gadgets say in new York harbor or in Frisco harbor were, say, detonated under the 
water? Woulc:tn't the tremendous thermal radiation tend to give you a lid, perhaps, 
because a lot of the energy would go into evaporation of the water and then_you wolUd 
have a tremendous rainfall downwind? 

Teller: Well, I should think that the radioactive contamination that can occur from 
this thing if you can create situations by some such bursts where you deposit in a 
dowwina direction a lot of activity the amount of da.'!lage that could be colossal is 
just incredible. The worst case that we have discussed many years ago anC1 I mean 
something that one just has not evolved that this is a nightmare to be sure but not 
sornetning that is impossible is ii. sucn a thing wouJ..a happen right here, you see, at 
a time when there is a wind blowing along the coast, you see. If there.is a , 
situation where a rainout ~~11 be crea~ed aiong this strip, you see, by just scaling 

-.· -,- , ~ "r up what we have f ouna, you see, immediately that to ai·rect a region, you see, of the 
.length let us say, as we_ have. ;5aid before - or a .little more tha:::i we have said ···' 

------ before - 400 miles; you see· - and 01· the width of 50 niiles, ypu"see, th:i,s~ is, ;maype '_ · 
. :._·J. · 5 times greater area than we consicie~ed, ·you see, _and we. have.l.OCXLt:Un~~~rno~e ~~ .:...:__~-:... 

. =- .• -·-,.v;:_ activity than we considered, you_ see. If there is a rainout ·1n this· region,-, so--.:.: i 

se.Lected that there shou'.ld be a rainout in this' situation, the effect· ·or .. ~veil a . c. -~ · ': 
single one of these vJOuld be really for us desperate. And I mean one should know·· 
tnat this danger exists or avert. Now I have just heaped up all the pessimistic 
assumptions that one possibly could heap up on something that already in itsel.f 
without pessimistic assumptions is a veritable record. How what this means I don't 
know, but that this is at present not beyond the limits of possibility at least 
should suggest that effects of underground and underwater bursts should be more 
co~letely understood on this very big scale because it may be a question of life 
or death. 

(Garbled recording ••• out of which emerges Dr. Teller's voice, saying ••• ) ••• After 
all, we are here talking about ••• I mean you have practically even suggested a r..ethoQ 
of delivery. I mean, it is extrenel.y difficult to patrol things in such a way in 
appropriate weather conditions that one cannot approach a coast to a distance of 
20 miles. Now, the one point about this which I have not but perhaps should state 
even though it is perhaps the ieast comforting of all, that on top of this very 
disagreeable possibility of several possibilities one shi::>uld be aware of the fact 
t11at we do not possess at the present time I believe, at ieast I do not know w:iere 
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to find at t.he present time1 at all e·1oufh information from l:hlch to p:--edict 
·,mether such a tning is possible or nJt. It is not beyond question that a 
sufficiently big burst1 even if set off underr.ater1 would automatically ri::;c to 
such a height that it would be hot. I mean, just precisely the opposite of what 
I have said may also be true. I do not know low deep can a submarine go ••• or how 
deep can I get this thing exploded. 1-laybe you will find that it is unreasonable 
to expect that it can actualJ.y be exploded deEper than 500 feet. If that should 
be the case, ~00 feet for such an object is a little less deep in a scaled manner 
than was the Bikini-Baker test. That,, of course, gave a lot of strength, but at 
the same time a lot of the bite of the radioactivity rose quite high in the air 
and at these depths it is almost unavoioable that at least a very co~sidera.ble 
fraction should rise t~ con~iderable altitudes. I do not know how much of this 
situation can be clarified by purely theoretical work, and I should say that I 
myself am very T:'!Uch interested in doing a little bit more work on it. &it it seems 
to me a really tremendous offer and a very difficult question and it seems to me 
tnat this is one of the points that I would be just extremely anxious to get as 
many people in the A~C interested in as possible because one really should know 
what the precise situation is as far as is known. 
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